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Said by political analysts to be one of the most
important addresses of his political career, in
late August 1998, President Bill Clinton went
on national television to give a limited mea
culpa ("I am sorry") for his sexual indiscretions
with the young White House intern, Monica
Lewinsky. Left: A chagrined, frustrated, and
angry Bill Clinton readies himself for the
camera shoot, with the aid of an associate.
Below: Just moments before the TV cameras
roll, Clinton sets his face in a sober, resolute
attitude. With his Baphomet/Priory of Sion
hand sign, he invokes success and blessings
from the ruler and forces of darkness. (Left
photo: Newsweek, August 31, 1998, p.3; Below
photo: The European newspaper, August 24-30,
p.3)
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In yet another Clinton bit of magic, President Bill Clinton gives cabalistic sign (Baphomet/Priory
of Sion spearpoint) while being interviewed in late March 1999, by CBS News anchor Dan
Rather. The USA Today newspaper's editors apparently complied with elitist's request to give
maximum publicity to Clinton's interview and to this particular photo. Subject of this interview
was the U.S. war against Yugoslavia/Serbia, a key Illuminati project to help usher in their New
World Order. Clinton invokes the forces of darkness to assist his speech and enhance his
hypnotic persuasive powers over the American people.
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TV and movie actor Scott Bakula (Quantum Leap; Murphy Brown) (Photo: Parade magazine,
November 25, 2001)
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Vice President Dick Cheney. His wife, Lynn, is a writer of steamy lesbian sex novels. His daughter is an
avowed Lesbian, and Dick? Well... this photograph is rather telling.
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Tom Pritzker, CEO of
the Hyatt Hotels chain.
(Business Week,
December 20, 2004, p.
40)

President of the
U.S.A. James K.
Polk (1795-1849)

Producer David Gest and
wife, singer Liza Minelli.
Gest, a homosexual, and
Minelli are now separated
and seeking a divorce.

Actor Jack Bolger, who played the Tin Man in the classic alchemical drama,
The Wizard of Oz, with wife, Floe, at home in Beverly Hills.
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Actor Danny Glover, notorious for his Marxist liberal political activism, sends a cabalistic message
through the medium of AARP magazine, also known for its Marxist and Jewish agenda. Glover is
signaling deep occultic spirits to empower his quest.
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Sam Donaldson's face has been a staple for many years on ABC News. But here, in this photo in
Smart Business magazine, it is Donaldson's hands we should pay attention to. This full page shot
of Sam Donaldson had no caption and no explanation. Obviously, it was staged for the sole
benefit of those who know.
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Impresario Donald Trump
demonstrates his knowledge
of the Illuminati's cabalistic
Baphomet/Priory of Sion
hand sign in the ad (left,
above) for his successful TV
series, The Apprentice. Then,
in the glossy mag Private
Clubs, June 2004, read
mostly by wealthy members
of elite country clubs. Trump
is shown three times, once
on the cover and twice
inside, in cabalistic poses.
Analysis: At center, above,
Trump's necktie and hands
create a sexual "diamond in
the lotus" position, with
three triangles. The
magazine cover photo at left
includes the mirror factor,
the message being that there
are two Trumps, the
esoteric, private "Illuminati
Trump," and the outgoing
and extroverted "Public
Trump." Finally, at top,
right, we also are shown a
serious Donald sitting and
giving the required cabalistic
triangle sign with both the
fingers and thumbs of both
hands touching. This is a
common sign of recognition
among Illuminati.
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TWENTY-ONE

Magical Signs of the Jewish Cabala—The
Six-Pointed Star, Babylonian Witchcraft,
and the Hollywood Perdition of Jerry
Seinfeld and Associates

He said furthermore unto me, Son of man, seest thou what they do? even the great
abominations that the house of Israel committeth here...
Ezekiel 8:6

Kabbalism is a system of Jewish mysticism and magic and is the foundational
element in modern witchcraft. Virtually all of the great witches and sorcerers of this
century were Kabbalists.
— William J. Schnoebelen, in
The Dark Side of Freemasonry

In the decades of the 70s, 80s, and 90s, the hottest spiritual trend was the
New Age movement. As we move forward through the first decade of the
21st century, the latest cure-all spiritual phenomenon seems to be the
Jewish Cabala (or Kabbalah). The Cabala is not new, of course. It's been around for
centuries. The Cabala is actually ancient magic. It is an exotic blend of devilish,
sometimes fanciful, New Age mystical practices topped by a philosophical bent of
Jewish supremacism. Orthodox Judaism, or phariseeism, is rife with cabalism, and
Jewish rabbis are the Cabala's greatest promoters.
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Celebrities and Cabala
The recent explosion in mainstream interest in cabalism is boosted by the many bigname celebrities who have recently been hawking cabalism as the miraculous answer
to all of man's problems. An undercover BBC reporter who infiltrated a London
cabala group witnessed singer Madonna and Guy Ritchie chanting mystic spells to
"cleanse" Chernobyl, the site in Ukraine of a nuclear plant disaster in 1986.1 Other
news accounts link entertainers Paris Hilton, Britney Spears, Roseanne Barr, Demi
Moore, Shirley MacLaine, Ashton Kutcher, Sandra Bernhard, Barbra Streisand,
Dianne Keaton, Gwyneth Paltrow, Goldie Hawn, Elizabeth Taylor, Michael Jackson,
Mick Jagger, Uri Gellar, Diane Ladd, Laura Dern and a legion of other "stars" with
practice of cabala.2
Look closely when you see any of these people on TV or pictured in magazines
and you'll often see the characteristic red string wristband they wear. Lately, former
President Bill Clinton's been spotted wearing it—he's a cabalist—and so has Florida's
politician Katherine Harris, who became a famous household icon as Florida's
Republican Secretary of State during the bizarre 2000 election snafu. Republican bigwig and former House Speaker, Newt Gingrich is reported to be a cabala advocate,
and some say conservative talk show host Rush Limbaugh and his rabbi are also into
the cabala.
Among the most notorious of cabalists are the TV comedy stars of the once #1rated "The Jerry Seinfeld Show." The producer of the Seinfeld show was Larry
David, a Jew, all four of the cast were Jews, and cabalistic hand signs, occult
language, and magic rituals were covertly planted in many episodes.

Republican Party
spokesman and former
Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich, shown here
wearing his Judaism skull
cap, is into New Age
cabalistic magic and is a
paid spokesman for
Zionist interests.
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Jason Alexander, who played the loveable loser "George Costanza" on the show,
posed for TV Guide magazine in a blatantly cabalistic body pose. Plus, his left and
right hands gave the "El Diablo" horned devil sign in an "As Above, So Below"
gesture.
Michael Richards, who portrayed the klutzy "Kramer" in Seinfeld, also seems to
relish giving cabalistic and Masonic hand signs and gestures. Richards was pictured
on the front cover of the Scottish Rite Journal, and inside the publication, he told of
how pleased he is to be a Freemason. 3
Star Trek's Leonard Nimoy ("Mr. Spock") is constantly sighted in cabalistic poses.
His famous Vulcan hand sign on the TV series was actually the Hebrew letter, Shin.4
Its display is part and parcel of Jewish religion. So every time viewers observed Mr.
Spock (Nimoy) giving the sign, they were unknowingly being made a participant in
a cabalistic occult ritual.
Sodom, Egypt, and 21st Century Judaism
In one of the most controversial of all the many video documentaries I have
produced, Cauldron of Abbadon, I stated, "From Jerusalem and Israel flow a torrent of
satanic evil and mischief endangering the whole world. "5 Zionist Jews and their cohorts
in the Christian Zionist community were angered over what I said, but they had no
response to the mountain of facts presented in the video proving my point.
It is undeniable that God Himself, in Revelation 11:8, declares that in the last days
just prior to Christ's return, one of the most wicked places on earth will be Jerusalem
and Israel. In Revelation God calls Jerusalem "Sodom and Egypt."
The question is, why? Why is Jerusalem and the nation of Israel spiritually
"Sodom and Egypt?" I believe it is because of the Jewish religion, a religion
diametrically opposed to the Old Testament faith of Moses, Isaac, Jacob, and the
prophets.
From the days of the Jews' captivity in Babylon, to today, the religion of the Jews
has increasingly grown more dark and more wicked. Jesus openly castigated the
Jewish religionists; He called them "blind guides," "fools, hypocrites." He said, "ye
devour widows' houses, and for a pretense make long prayer...ye compass sea and
land to make one proselyte, and when he is made, ye make him twofold more the
child of hell than yourselves" (Matthew 23:14-15).
Children of hell, that's what Jesus called the Jewish religious teachers. That was
almost 2,000 years ago. Well, guess what? The Jewish religionists are even worse
now, in the 21st century. They've had almost 2,000 years more to practice and perfect
their evil religion. Today, those who practice satanic cabalism and believe in the
Talmud are the children of hell a hundred times over.
In Codex Magica we do not have the space to fully report on the almost
unbelievably wicked Talmudic and Cabalistic religion of the Jews. But it is important
to understand that the horrific nature of the Jews' religion lie in its man-made
traditions. In reality, these traditions are satanic in origin. I refer especially to the
Jewish Talmud, the legalistic law traditions of the rabbis, and to the Jewish Cabala (also
Kabbalah or Quaballah), which are the mystical teachings and traditions of the rabbis
and sages.
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If the Jews had stuck to the teachings of the Old Testament, Satan would not have
had such terrible inroads. Indeed, if Moses and the prophets had been heeded, or if
their writings were honored today, the Jews would believe in Jesus Christ as Messiah
and be saved by faith in His promises. Instead, the Jews departed from the prophets,
and over the centuries the rabbis steadily developed a body of man-made literature
(the Talmud and the Cabala) that is supremely wicked and corrupt. Their traditions,
moreover, are antithetical to the Faith and teachings of Moses and the prophets. (I do
not refer, of course, to the Faith of Jews who are Christian believers.)
Worse, it can be remarkably demonstrated that the philosophy and doctrines of
the Jewish Cabala are the very fount and wellspring of virtually every wicked, occult
sect, satanic secret society, and witchcraft cult that has arisen in the past one
thousand years!
The Cabala brings together in one neat package the core of all the Mystery
teachings of the ancients. Indeed, the Holy Bible gives evidence that the Jewish elders
had brought the Mysteries into the Temple and had conducted secret ceremonies in
hidden chambers as far back as the days of the prophet Ezekiel (see Ezekiel 8). God
called these teachings and rituals "abominations."
Regrettably, the abominations are multiplied in the 21st century Jewish religion
in which the Cabala plays a central role.
The Masonic Lodge and The Cabala
Freemasonry has long praised the Cabala, and its top officials have admitted that the
Lodge's rituals and teachings are but the offspring of the Jewish tradition. Albert
Pike, former Sovereign Grand Commander of the Scottish Rite wrote: "One is filled
with admiration, on penetrating into the Sanctuary of the Cabala." 6
Just how much Masonry owes to the Cabala is illustrated by study of the Knights
of Kadosh degree (30°). Ed Decker, director of Free the Masons Ministries, reports
that the trappings of this degree ritual are "overtly sinister" and incorporate a "High
level of Kabbalistic symbolism."
When one is surrounded by black curtains, skulls, and a coffin with a shrouded
knight speaking forth from within, it doesn't take a spiritual giant to discern that
this is not a godly organization!7
Confirming Decker's findings, medical doctor James L. Holly, a Christian who
has done great works in exposing Freemasonry, in his outstanding volume, The
Southern Baptist Convention and Freemasonry, shows how the 30° Masonic initiate is led
unawares into a direct spiritual relationship with Satan. In the ritual, Satan is
personified as a mysterious cabalistic mystic. 8
Interestingly, Richardson's Monitor of Freemasonry says that, "the Knights of
Kadosh Degree is intimately connected with the ancient Order of Knights Templar,
as it commemorates their old ceremonies of initiation." 9 Allegedly, the members of
the Order of Knights Templar worshipped Baphomet, the hideous male/female
Luciferian goat god and conducted blasphemous ceremonies, which included
urinating on a cross and homosexual sodomy.
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Freemasonry is Jewish
In 1855, the renowned Rabbi Isaac Wise wrote: "Freemasonry is a Jewish
establishment, whose history, grades, official appointments, passwords, and
explanations are Jewish from beginning to end." 1 0
The Jewish Tribune newspaper, in 1927, in an editorial, stated: "Freemasonry is
based on Judaism. Eliminate the teachings of Judaism from the Masonic ritual and
what is left?"11
Ray Novosel, writing from Australia in 2004, states:
Zionist world leaders, men in influential positions with the various Masonic
organizations everywhere, have worked "hand in glove" for a universal world
revolution, which will bring in the One World Church and a One World
Government. Many Masonic Lodges are exclusively Jewish, as are the controlling
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B'nai B'rith Lodges —the mother of the infamous and very dangerous Anti
Defamation League (ADL). 12
Masonry's Jewish

Roots

A popular pro-Freemasonry w e b site, in an article entitled "Judaism and Freemasonry,"
comments:
Jews were actively involved in the beginnings of Freemasonry in America. There is
evidence they were among those who established Masonry in seven of the original
thirteen states...A Jewish Mason, Moses M. Hays, helped introduce the Scottish Rite
in America...Jews, including Rabbis, continued to be involved in the Masonic
movement in the United States throughout our history. There have been 51 Jewish
American Grand Masters...
There are many common themes and ideals in Masonic and Jewish rituals, symbols,
and words. 13

The late Pope John Paul II was a believer
in Jewish Cabala. On March 22, 1984,
the Pope received members of the
infamous B'nai B'rith Freemasonry Lodge
of New York City, made up exclusively of
influential Jews, at the Vatican.

"I am proud to be a Mason" writes Rabbi Seymour Adas,
32o, in this issue of The New Age Magazine (April 1987).
Note: The name of this magazine has since been changed
to The Scottish Rite Journal, to hide the connection of
Masons with the occultic New Age movment. In fact, the
Masonic order is predominantly led by Jews. As its
former Sovereign Grand Commander, Albert Pike, has
revealed, the symbols and rituals of Freemasonry are all
based on the Cabala of the Jews.
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The most honored Masonic leader in the history of Freemasonry was Albert Pike.
Pike maintained that, "every Masonic Lodge is a temple of religion; and its teachings
are instruction in religion." 1 4 Now, Pike also asserted that the true meanings of the
symbols of Freemasonry are found in the occult philosophy of the Jewish Cabala, that
Freemasonry owes all its secrets to the Cabala, and that Freemasonry is a religion
based on the Cabala. 15
Demons, Magic, and Mysticism in the Cabala
Here are the eye-opening comments of a number of knowledgeable authorities on the
Jewish Cabala:
The Cabala contains such power and demonic teaching, it is more than enough to
give the ideology and driving force needed to lead the world astray and to keep
such an evil conspiracy alive through the centuries...The Cabala is a teaching
source of the Freemasons as well as for other groups.
— John Torrell, publisher
The Dove
Kabbalah: The sacred books of black magic of Orthodox Judaism which form a large
part of the basis of the western secret societies, from Rosicrucianism to Freemasonry
and the OTO. Kabbalism is itself derived from the sorcery of ancient Babylon
and...Pharaohic Egypt.
— Craig Heimbichner
Blood on the Altar

Kabbalism is a system of Jewish mysticism and magic and is the foundational
element in modern witchcraft. Virtually all of the great witches and sorcerers of this
century were Kabbalists.
— William J. Schnoebelen,
The Dark Side of Freemasonry
The Hebrew Cabala is a series of occultic writings that are as demonic as any
incantation ever uttered in witchcraft. Webster's Dictionary tells us the Cabala
(sometimes spelled Kabbala) is "an occult religious philosophy developed by
certain Jewish rabbis..."
— James Lloyd
The Apocalypse Chronicles
(Vol. VII, No. 1, 2005)
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Sorcery is commonplace in the depraved religious
rituals of cabalistic Judaism. Here a rabbi is seen
carrying a chicken off to be sacrificed in a voodoo/
Santeria-type ritual during the Jewish festival of
Yom Kippur. (Israel, A Photobiography, by Micha
Bar-Am, New York: Simon & Schuster, 1998)

Twisted Satanic Rituals and lies
The rabbinical doctrines and teachings of
Cabalism are based on a curious blending
and mosaic of astrology, numerology,
graphology, color magic, symbology,
alchemy, pagan religion, and pure
Luciferianism.
There are hand signs and body
gestures, talismanic jewelry and clothing,
hidden codes, and on and on. The end
result is a confusing jumble of "man is
God" theology (but only Jewish man—
Gentiles are inferior) and magical
formulae, words of power, incantations
and spells. Heads of chickens are cropped
off and blood sprinkled around; "magic
cords" of specific color are worn on the wrist as miracle-working bracelets; magic
water is used to heal; magic symbols are objects of trance-like mediation; and mantralike chants are repeated over and over.
The 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet are touted as religious idols of great
magical powers. Even their shapes are studied and accorded supernatural powers.
Angels, Archangels, grimoires, devas, and elementals are worshipped and feared.
There are "gods" and more "gods" but only a mysterious, hazy supreme deity
behind everything. This supreme deity is a pantheistic god who fills up the whole
universe. In fact, he is the macrocosm, the Universe.
Of course, as in all Illuminist magic, there's the double-minded theology of "As
Above, So Below," the insidious lie that black is white and vice versa; that good and
evil are one, that the shadow and the substance are unitary.
Sex magic holds an important place in Cabalism, and sex ritual is a popular
vocation of students of Cabala.
Margie Martin, in her informed, unpublished manuscript for her upcoming book,
The Molten Image, explains that the Tarot cards of witches and occultists are of Jewish
origin and correspond with the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet.
Finally, Cabalism is pure Illuminism because it teaches the secret doctrine that,
ultimately, the higher level adept learns: That the Holy Serpent is the true God; that
all the evil that a person does, through alchemy, is magically transformed into
righteousness; and that, yes, Lucifer is Lord. Satan is the true and only god. That is
the essential doctrine of Cabalism.
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The Star of David and The Jewish Utopia
The symbol of the Jewish six-pointed star, known as the Seal of Solomon and as the
Magen David, is the preeminent symbol of Cabalism, but other symbols, signs, and
marks also hold the interest of cabalists, including the pentagram or pentacle, the
triangle, the circle, the sun, the obelisk, the yoni, and the diamond. It is believed by
cabalistic rabbis that there are hidden codes and messages in the numbering of
scriptural letters. It is also believed that by working the Cabala, the earth may
someday be renovated, rebuilt, perfected. This, say the rabbis, will result in a perfect
Jewish Kingdom, or Utopia on earth, ruled by a Cabalist Master, a Jewish leader,
naturally.
This belief system of the coming of a Jewish Utopia fits in well with the teachings
of the Illuminati. Lady Queensborough, quoting the Jewish authority Bernard
Lazare, in the classic Occult Theocracy, reported that, "There were Jews behind
Weishaupt, founder of the Order of the Illuminati...Jewish financiers such as Daniel
Itzig, Friedlander, Ceerfbeer, Benjamin and Abraham Goldsmid, Moses Mocatta,
Veitesl Heine Ephram...also Moses Mendelsohn, Naphtali Wessely, Moses
Hersheim..."16

David Ben Gurion, the first Prime Minister of the newly formed nation of Israel,
performs the First Sign of a Select Master Mason. Ben Gurion, a dedicated
Marxist/Leninist, was quoted as saying, "I am in favor of Bolshevism" (American
Spectator, January, 1998). (Photos: Richardson's Monitor of Freemasonry, p.
84; Israel, A Photobiography, by Micha Bar-Am, New York: Simon & Schuster,
1998)
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This illustration from Mackey's Encyclopedia of Masonry dates the founding by Jews of
the Royal Order of the Freemasons in Palestine at Anno Lucis 4037, or 37 AD.

Chart of Masonic emblems showing the many degrees published, distributed by a
Jewish-owned jewelry firm.
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An old English masonic manual. The words Orbis Miraculum mean
"Magic Mirror."
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Many in the Arab and Islamic world know that Zionism is racism and resent the United
States' blind support of Israeli Zionist aggression. Fanatical Zionism has also led to
Masonic excesses, Talmudic evil, and cabalistic magic by satanic Jews. (Photo: Reuters)
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BLOOD
RITUAL
Philip de Vier
For many years, in Europe and Russia, reports of cabalistic blood ritual sacrifices of young Gentile
girls and boys were commonplace. While many were hype and based on old wives' tales, apparently
at least some accounts proved to be true, as documented in this revealing book.
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Some say the word and name of "Fox"
has hidden, cabalistic significance.
Numerologically, the letters FOX in
the English alphabet equal the sum of
666. Jesus once called Israel's King
Herod, a murderous scheming man
who embraced magic, "That old fox."
Fox television network is owned by
Rupert Murdock, an ardent Zionist.
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Logo of the Israel international spy agency, the Mossad.
The Mossad has a notorious reputation for
skullduggery, deception, murder, and assassination.
Mossad agents commit many terrorist crimes and the
Jewish-run media conveniently blame them on "Arab
terrorists." Motto of Mossad and its logo is "By
Deception We Conduct War."

Cabala symbol (from book,

Art and Symbols of the Occult,
Destiny Books, Rochester,
Vermont)

CHALDEAN
MAGIC
ITS

ORIGIN

AND

DEVELOPMENT

This front cover of
book "Chaldean Magic"
highlights the
importance of the Star
of David to occult
ritual and magic.

Francois

Lenormant
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The magic of the Cabala calls for many uses of the occultic star. Both the five pointed star and
six-pointed star are used by Jewish magicians who work the Cabala formulas and rituals. An
enduring cabalistic tale is that of the Golem. In medieval times, it was taught that by use of the
magic word and by other means, an inanimate man made of clay or dust could be made to come
alive. A huge and powerful monster, or beast, the Golem would then do the magician's bidding. In
1920, the classic film Der Golem created a stir. Directed by Paul Wegener, Der Golem depicted the
monster variously wearing either the five-pointed star with one point up (white magic) or two
points up (satanic). Also the six pointed Star of David played a part in the film's plot as a Jewish
Rabbi, Rabbi Low, using the secret word "AemAct" brought life and breath into the artificial man.

In Der Golem,
Rabbi Low employs
the magic word and
the pentagram star

to bring life to the
creature.

Der Golem's film
crew used this
drawing as a model.
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This album was
advertised in Christian
Retailing magazine in
February 2 0 0 2 , but me
handsign of the person
seems to be cabalistic.

Horror fiction novelist Stephen King w i t h
his hands in exactly the same, familiar
position as that of Senator Schumer (right
page).

Israel's Prime Minister Ehud Barak ( l e f t ) , U.S.A.
President Bill Clinton (center), and PLO Chief
Yasser Arafat each look down at their hands to
make sure they get their masonic grips done
correctly. Notice overlapping hands by Clinton.
(Photo and article: Austin American-Statesman,
November 3, 1999, p. A 2 )
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Placing one hand, resembling horns, in the other symbolizes the idea that the person is entrusting
his soul in care to the superior deity (Satan). Thus, he is submissive, playing down his own power
and acknowledging a superior power which controls him. In effect, Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY),
ADL fanatic and avid Jewish Talmudist, greets "in-the-know" readers of Newsweek (December 28,
1998) with a cabalistic sign. The knowing look on Schumer's face is telling, isn't it?
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Albert Nicholas, head of Wall Street's Nicholas
Fund mutual stock firm, in Newsweek. (October
10, 1994, p. 52)

Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu (right) with Knesset
leader Milo (left). Notice Milo's hand sign. (1 he
Jerusalem Report, August II, 1998, p. 15)

Rabbi Yehuda Getz, Chief Rabbi of all
the holy places in Israel, holds his
hands in the cabalistic pose. Rabbi Getz
claims he knows where the Ark of the
Covenant is hidden beneath the Temple
Mount in Jerusalem.

Profiled in the elitist Private Clubs magazine
(May/June 2004), Kumar Malavalli, shown
here apparently displaying the same hand
sign as U.S. Senator Charles Schumer, is said
to be a member of the Silicon Valley Capital
Club. Malavalli, a native of India, has
founded multiple companies and has a
portfolio of a dozen businesses.
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Statesmen and Nobel laureates in Israel for a Shimon Peres Peace Center conference interlink
hands masonically.

A beautifully staged Masonic production with each actor playing his role with adeptness
as all form a symbol. (left- Israeli Prime MinisterYitzhak Rabin; center- President Bill
Clinton; right- PLO Chief Yasser Arafat)
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The finger to the head like these
indicates the elite's approval of the
individual's intellect and fitness for
office or promotion to the next level.

Drawing from an old masonic text.

Campaign rally for Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon (Photo: International Jerusalem Post, February
9,2001)
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An excerpt from p. 42 of Richardson s Monitor of Freemasonry showing the Due Guard of the Mark
Master in the Lodge. Cabalistic Jews also have similar signs, some using one finger, others using two
fingers to the head as is customarily the case in the Mark Master (4th) degree.

Malcolm X wears a ring of the Black Muslims
while giving the Masonic sign. Both Malcolm
X and Black Muslim leader Louis Farrakhan
were initiated into the 33rd degree of Prince
Hall Freemasonry, an order exclusively made
up of African ethnics.
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Edgar Bronfman, Jr., son of billionaire Edgar Bronfman, Sr., head of the World
Jewish Congress, is CEO of Seagram, the giant liquor and entertainment industry
conglomerate. Seagram's logo is subtly placed on the wall and includes a white horse
(shades of Revelation 6?) and other interesting features. (Photo: USA Today,
December 14, 1998)

In Cabala, the Sacred Tree of the
Sephiroth is claimed to represent the
Cosmos, including God (male), his
Shekinah (Anna, the goddess/female),
and the Kingdom of Zion. As shown here,
the Foundation of all things is the male
genitals, or the sex generative process.
(Zolar's Encyclopedia of Ancient and
Forbidden Knowledge, Arco Publishing,
1984)
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Jewish comedian Jerry
Seinfeld strikes a
decidedly cabalistic
pose. It is well-known
in entertainment
circles that Jerry
Seinfeld—indeed, all of
the performers on TV's
popular Seinfeld
sitcom-practice cabala
magic and ritual.
According to Forbes
magazine in 1998, Jerry

Seinfeld made a
whopping total of $225
million on the comedy
circuit. And that's no
joke! (Photo and
article: Austin
American-Statesman,
September 9, 1998, p.
A14)

Rabbi Shmuley Boteach has gained a
measure of fame for his national
columns, his books (Kosher Sex), and
for the fact that he once was a
confidant and spiritual counselor and
advisor to black superstar singer,
Michael Jackson. Here we see Rabbi
Boteach in a pose familiar to
practitioners of Cabala. (Photo and
article: The International Jerusalem
Post, December 28, 2001)
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Ben Stiller, popular Jewish comedian and movie
celebrity, in a cabalistic pose with his hands. His left
hand folded on top over the left indicated Stiller follows
the left-hand (dark) path. On the opposite page, David
Rockefeller gives notice he follows the right-hand path.

San Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom lets insiders know he's one
of them with this cabalistic hand/arms gesture. Newsom became
the gay community's ultraliberal darling in 2003 by promoting
gay marriages. Time magazine's editors go wild in this article,
mentioning that the mayor is "simply adored," touting his many
achievements, and insisting that publishers give him a "fat cat"
contract to write a book. (Time, April 25, 2005)
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The glossy magazine Town & Country selected David Rockefeller, Sr., President of Chase Manhattan
Bank and founder of the Trilateral Commission, as "Our Generous American for 1995." This full page
photo, bearing no caption or explanation, was included in the magazine exactly as you see it. Occult
experts and those knowledgeable of masonic and cabalistic signals will recognize the significance of
Rockefeller's pose; also the "X" design cufflinks and the "diamond" designs of necktie.
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Cabalists and members of
many secret societies use
"sacred geometry" to create
designs and symbols of
magical and occultic power.
This is the cover of one book
on this subject. Hundreds of
books and texts on sacred
geometry have been published
over the centuries, from the
days of Pythagoras.

The Hindu religion also is big on sacred geometry
and cabalistic oriented measurements and
architecture. This is a "plan" for a Hindu temple
based on the diagram of the Perusha, or "Cosmic
Man."The ancient Hindu architectural sutra (rule)
proclaims that, "The whole universe is present in the
Temple in the form of geometric proportion." In the
Hindu practice of Yoga, the participant bends and
twists his or her body parts and limbs into specific
forms symbolic of universal energies (Drawing from
book, Sacred Geometry, by Robert Lawlor, Thames
and Hudsen, London, 1989, p. 92)
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Again we discover the comedy team from Seinfeld teaming up to present cabalistic messages. Observe
the V in Michael Richards' ("Kramer") leg and in Julia Louis-Dreyfuss' ("Elaine") arm; the circle that
Richards makes with the fingers of his left hand, the "X" made by the intersecting hands and wrists
of Richard and Louis-Dreyfuss; the descendant triangle sign of Jason Alexander's ("George") hands,
and so on.
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Sign of the Ram: 2004 Vice Presidential candidate, Senator Joseph
Liebennan, a Jew, on the campaign trail. The placement of both hands
downward to create the appearance of the two horns of a ram is a
cabalistic sign often given by members of Middle Eastern Lodges,
especially the Masonic lodges of Israel. It is a sign of high rank and is
said to invoke good fortune on the part of the user. The sign is often
given publicly at the beginning, or commencement of a project to
enhance success.

Promoter Sidney Shlenker, here giving the sign of the
ram, was in the news back in 1992, Shlenker, a Jewish
wheeler-dealer and owner of a professional basketball
team, was co-builder of Memphis, Tennessee's massive
new Great Pyramid of the Americas.

Newly chosen Palestinian leader Mahmoud Abbas,
successor to the late PLO Chief Yasser Arafat, gives the
cabalistic sign with his hands to indicate expectation of
success and to invoke good fortune. It is thus apparent
that Abbas is a servant to the Jewish Illuminati who
only pretends to represent Palestinian interests. (U.S.
News & World Report, January 10, 2005)
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Four Middle Eastern leaders, all brother Masons, met in 1997 in so-called "peace negotiations." From
left to right: Israeli Prime Minister Yitzak Rabin, Jordan's King Hussein, Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak, and Palestinian Leader Yasser Arafat. Mubarak is giving the cabalistic sign of the ram.
(Photo: Mews From Israel, October 1997)

Israel's Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi Yisrael Lau clearly conveys a cabalistic message to Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak. In return Mubarak's left hand under his chin presents a
Masonic message. (Photo: The Omega Times, New Zealand, January 1996, p. 7)
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This picture of South African
leader Nelson Mandela took up
an entire page in Modern
Maturity magazine in 2004.
Modern Maturity is distributed
by AARP, which some believe to
be managed and run by a radical
leftist/Zionist faction purporting
to represent seniors. In this
picture, Mandela takes joy in
presenting the double V (shin)
sign of cabalism. Nelson Mandela
became a Mason in 1994. He is a
tool of the Rothschilds and the
Oppenheimers.

Hindu Dance, Hindu Gods: The
positions of Hundu classical dance
(Bharat Natyatn) describe
geometric angular relationships
from the axis of the body's center
of gravity just below the navel.
These positions, while defining
principle angles, are also often
attributed to various deities and
are meant to convey their
characteristic powers. (Drawing

from book, Sacred Geometry, by
Robert Lawlor, Thames and
Hudsen, London,1989, p. 95)
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The late Arthur Murray was called
"America's Dancing Master," and so he
was. A talented genius on the dance floor,
Murray's real name was Arthur Teichman,
Jewish of course. From the era of the
roaring 20s to today, a number of the fad
dances were based on masonic and Jewish
cabalistic rituals.
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Anne Rice, writer of the
popular "Vampire" series,
giving an occult, cabalistic
sign with her left-hand,
partially concealed yet in
front of all. Various occult
symbols are on Rice's shirt.
The statues of Mary give
evidence of Rice's veneration
of the Virgin in the form of
the eternal pagan goddess.
(Photo: Associated Press in
Austin American-Statesman,
January 31, 2004, p. A2)

Chaim Potok, Hasidic
Jewish writer and
novelist, creates a
headcovering of cabalistic
magic. This sign is also
reminiscent of the fourth
sign in the initiation for
the Select Master's Degree
(see Richardson's Monitor
of Freemasonry, p. 85).
(Photo: Newsweek,
August 5, 2002)
Mr. Spock, a Star Trek character played by actor Leonard Nimoy, became
famous for giving the Vulcan greeting with his right hand. Nimoy, a Jew,
says that the sign is the same gesture given in Jewish Synagogues when the
Rabbi and Elders bring out the Holy of Holies. It is based on the Hebrew
letter "shin." In essence, on the popular TV show, every time Spock gave the
"shin" Vulcan greeting hand sign, he was invoking cabalistic magic.

TWENTY-TWO

Scorched by the Sun—Solar Signs,
Circles, and Serpents

It is He (God) that sitteth upon the circle of the earth...
- Isaiah 40:22 (written about
1,000 years before Columbus
proved the earth was not flat)

It would not be impossible to prove, with sufficient repetition and psychological
understanding of the people concerned, that a square is, in fact, a circle.
— Joseph Goebbels
Propaganda Minister
Nazi Germany

In the mythology of the primitive world, the serpent is universally the symbol of the
sun...The serpent was universally represented by the sun symbol, the circle or disk.
— Bishop Alexander Hislop
The Two Babylons

T h e sun has ever been a t the center o f false religion. The Ancient Mystery
Religions venerated the sun, the solar disk, as deity. The Greeks
honored Apollo as the child of the sun. The Romans paid homage to
Mithra the sun god. These pagan philosophies form the basis for the worship of the
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Illuminati and indicate the importance of the sun
as symbol of satanic deity.
Englishman John Yarker, a well-known nineteenth century Masonic magician and occultist, in
his Notes on the Scientific and Religious Mysteries of
Antiquity, makes mention of the fact that the High
Priests of the ancient Jews also worshipped the sun
god. He writes:

Sun worship in Peru exemplifies the

The Mysteries we know were practiced in a
secret subterranean chamber under the
Temple of Solomon, at Jerusalem, where four
and twenty elders adored the sun, with their
faces toward the east.'

universal worship of the sun god, or

solar diety.

What Yarker says is true, but as the Scriptures
give evidence, this unholy worship by the Jewish
leaders in secret was an abomination to God. Ezekiel 8 makes this crystal clear. It is
understandable why God would so detest worship of the sun god by the Mystery
Religions and by the apostate Jewish elders. In reality, in worshipping the sun, the
ancients were worshipping Satan. G.H. Pember, in a scholarly work on the Mysteries,
Earth's Earliest Ages, affirms this fact when he states, "There is little doubt that the
culmination of the Mysteries was the worship of Satan himself."2
Now today, the Masons, as did the apostate Jewish elders and priests in the days
of Ezekiel, continue to worship Satan the sun god, also called Lucifer or Baal, by other
names. The name of their great god, Jahbuhlun, which is revealed to Masons in the
higher degrees, is a synonym for the solar deity; two of the three syllables in the
name, buh and lun, mean "Baal" and "On," both of which represent sun and fire
gods. That is why, in the authoritative guide Gods of the Lodge, Reginald Haupt
reports that in the Lodge:
All the movements by the Consecrating Officers of the Masonic Lodge or Chapter
follow the course of the Sun. The Master and the Wardens enter and leave their
chairs as the Sun returns to the East and goes forth therefrom. Most processional
occasions are governed by these principles of what is known as
"circumambulation." This ritual came from the ancient pagan rites of the Egyptians
and from the worship of their Sun God and of the sun itself. 3

The first 15 divisions of the Egyptian Royal Cubit. Each division of the cubit was dedicated to a
divinity, and the first division, on the right, shows the hieroglyph of the sun god Ra, symbol of
divine unity. (From the book, Jesus Christ, Sun of God: Ancient Cosmology and Early Christian
Symbolism, by David Fideler, Quest Books, Wheaton, Illinois)
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Halos, also known as nimbuses, present the individual
as a saint, a deity, or other holy person. (From the
Herder Dictionary of Symbols, Chiron Publications,
Wilmette, Illinois)
At right: Congressman Tom Delay (R-TX), House
Majority Leader, pictured in Time magazine. Politicians
are sometimes framed with a sun-like halo, called a
"nimbus," over their heads. This gives them the subtle
majestic appearance of being some type of god-man.

In honoring and worshipping the sun in their rituals, Freemasonry and
Illuminism defy God. The Bible's Job displayed great wisdom by uttering these
words concerning God's thoughts concerning worship of the sun and the heavens:
If I beheld the sun when it shined, or the moon walking in brightness; and my heart
hath been secretly enticed... this also was an iniquity to be punished by the judge; for I
should have denied the God who is above. (Job 31:26-28)
The Swastika Represents the Sun

The Nazi swastika is a representation of the sun. But the Nazis simply borrowed this
symbol from the ancient religions, including the Hindus of India, the Shintoists of
Japan, and a number of Native American Indian tribes. Even today, in temples and
shrines throughout Asia, you will find the swastika painted on walls, on totem poles,
and over altars. Until Hitler and the Nazis gave the sign a bad reputation, the Masons
also universally used the sun sign. And today the symbol of the circle, particularly
that of the point within the circle, is a prominent feature of Masonic theology.
The Point Within the Circle

According to Mackey's Masonic Encyclopedia the hidden, true meaning of this symbol,
the point inside the circle, is far different than what the everyday Masonic brother is
told. In reality, its meaning is yet another proof that Masonry is a sex cult. Mackey
says the esoteric explanation is that the point within the circle is the male phallus, or
penis, and the circle is the female yoni, or vagina. Here, says Mackey, is a "symbol of
fecundity, expressed by the male generative principle." 4
But, Mackey emphasizes, the sun is still not forgotten in Masonry, for while the
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importance to the Illuminati Masons and yet is so little recognized as significant by
the dumbed-down masses, many Illuminists enjoy a bit of mockery of the masses by
blatantly displaying this symbol. Some believe the Target department store chain
logo—the red circle and point—is one example.
Pat Robertson's Hidden Message
Pat Robertson, Religious Right leader of TVs The 700 Club and founder of the
Christian Coalition, gives us another graphic example. Some years ago, Robertson
had two books ghostwritten for him, one called The New World Order and another
titled The New Millennium. As happens often in elitist circles, the opinions and
material for both books seemed to be decidedly anti-elitist; they even exposed the
global conspiracy and the Illuminati. So, was Pat Robertson really joining the fight
against the evil Illuminati? Not on your life!
The books were for the "stupids," the masses. While reading The New Millennium
the reader ignorant of the uses of symbolism probably ignored the fact that at the top
of every page, a point within a circle could be found. This was Robertson's "hidden
code" to his elite pals that he was still on their side and was just taking the ignorant
masses for a ride.
The Sign of the Mafia, the Illuminati and of Druids
According to Dr. Cathy Burns, in Hidden Secrets of the Eastern Star, the point within
the circle is, "The sign of the infamous Mafia or Cosa Nostra," rather than the "black
hand" as many believe. 6
But the real shocker is the importance given this
sign by Adam Weishaupt and the Order of the
Illuminati. Burns explains that because Illuminism
was so determined to keep the true nature of the
Order under wraps, its founder, Weishaupt,
ordered that the actual words "Illuminati" and
"Illuminism" never be used in correspondence.
Instead they were to be replaced by the astrological
symbol for the sun; that is, the circle with a dot in
the middle. 7
Burns also gives evidence that the point within
An Arch-Druid from pagan Great
Britain in his ceremonial robes. (From
Wellcome's Ancient Cymric Medicine)
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the circle was used by the Druids of Britain, whose stone temples were circular with
a single stone erected in the center. They believed this design conferred magical
powers.
Flower Power and Magic Circles

The daisy flower, the marigold, and the sunflower also are indicative of the sun as
deity and so, traditionally, adherents of the Mystery Religions, as well as Hindus,
Zoroastrians, and others, utilize these symbols. Adam Weishaupt, founder in 1776 of
the Order of the Illuminari, encouraged "Flower Power" as a symbol, and it was
taken up by New Age hippies in the '60s.
The symbol of the circle is, for the Illuminari, sort of a pared down, basic sun sign.
That is why the circle is used so frequently and in a score of configurations within
Masonic and other secret society networks. It is also a staple of witchcraft and Satan
worship. Bill Schnoebelen, author of many books unmasking Freemasonry,
witchcraft, and the occult, was himself formerly a Mason as well as a male witch. He
has described the witch's "temple" as follows:
In witchcraft, the "temple" is frequently not a building but rather a sacred "Magic
Circle" laid down on the floor of a room with great ceremony. It is the sacred space
of the Wicca and serves the same function as a temple does to the Mason.8
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Gods or Men?—Is there a concerted
plot to flood our consciousness with
images that build world leaders into
Mount Olympian man-gods,
mythological giants on earth? Internet sites
www.freepressinternational.com and www.Rense.com caught on to
this recent trend and published a number of photographs that
seem to confirm this bizarre plot. Free Press International, an
alternative news website, wrote, "These are just a few of the many
photographs mainstream media has been deliberately releasing to
the public showing our world leaders with halos. I'd say with the
shape our world is in right now, they should
have horns instead of halos. Most of these
pictures are coming from Associated Press, and
Reuters." Surely, the scriptures were right on
when they warned that the Devil himself often
comes disguised as an "angel of light." (Note:
Codex Magica has seen these pictures published
in an increasing number of media forums, from
Time and Newsweek to daily papers.)
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Upon his death, Time magazine published this telling photo of Beatle superstar George Harrison
(1943-2001) on the cover of its December 10, 2001 issue. Harrison, wearing black, in a black and
white photo, holds a sunflower, symbol of the Illuminati Sun God. The solar deity is also prominently
worshipped in the Hindu religion, and the Beatles were devoted followers of the Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi and other Indian Hindu gurus. Time's feature story, in fact, reports that George Harrison never
gave up on his gurus, to his dying breath. All the Beatles were drenched in illegal drugs, such as
cocaine, hashish, and heroin. Their album, Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, even had a
cameo photo of British "666" beast satanist priest, Aleister Crowley, on its cover. The latest
information is that the Beatles were an experimental music group sponsored behind the scenes by
British and U.S. intelligence. Their role was intended to use various psyops mechanisms and antiChristian messages to arouse turmoil and psychological trauma in society. One of the Beatles most
memorable albums was tided, Magical Mystery Tour. Beatle John Lennon was murdered by a man
many believe to have been a CIA trained "Manchurian Candidate," and George Harrison was once
assaulted and stabbed by a would-be assassin.
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Hindu guru Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi and the Beatles. The Hindu
religion, thoroughly wicked and
satanic, is closely related to the
Illuminati's religious doctrines.

"The New Age is dawning. A sun
shines within every person."
That's the philosophy of the
"Taiyo no Kai" (Following The
Sun Association), founded by
Japan's Kaoru Nakamaru.
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Falun Gong is a religious movement in
China. W i t h some 100 million adherents
worldwide, Falun Gong is a spiritual force
to be reckoned w i t h . Its logo is the circle
w i t h the yin/yang and the swastika (a sun
sign) prominently displayed.

The swastika (swirling sun sign) was not invented first by Hitler and the Nazis. It is an old
Freemasonry symbol. One can find swastikas painted and carved on ancient temples in Japan and
India, and on Native American Indian pottery and artifacts. It seems t h a t the forces who gave us this
sign, the swastika, continue to a t t e m p t to reintroduce it to the masses. BBC News on-line recently
reported t h a t Hindus want to reclaim the swastika, which their gurus claim has been a Hindu good
luck sign for centuries. "It's the second most sacred symbol in the Hindu tradition," said Hindu
Forum spokesman, Ramesh Kallidai. (BBC News/UK, January 19, 2 0 0 5 )
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In 2003, when the Coca-Cola Company in Hong Kong ran an ad promotion featuring a robot adorned
with swastikas, Jewish spokesmen balked. A Jewish rabbi, however, admitted, "The Nazi swastika can
easily be confused with Buddhist swastikas that are common in Asia." (Ananova.com news, M a y 1,
2003)
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Circular images of goddess
worship and sun adoration
are found in many New Age
and occult publications.

Witches are major promoters of the Goddess revival. Above is
an ad for a witch's periodic newspaper (address deleted).
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An interesting drawing
of an upscale witch,
complete with lunar
force (moon in window),
pentagram (on chair),
naked goddess holding
the radiating sun in her
left hand, and more.

(From the book, To Ride
a Silver Broomstick: New
Generation Witchcraft,
by Silver Raven Wolf,
Llewellyn Publications,
St. Paul, MN, 1993)

(From the book, To Ride a Silver
Broomstick: New Generation Witchcraft,
by Silver RavenWolf)

Logo for a publisher of many
occult and esoteric books.
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Two circle images used in
magical rites. Left: magic
circle with six-pointed
star (hexagram) and
occult cross. Right: magic
circle from Francis
Barrett's The Magus,
London, 1901. (From The
Herder Dictionary of
Symbols, Chiron
Publications, Wilmette,
IL, 1986)

Stylized Oroboros
serpent biting its
tail, forming a
circle with its
body. Inside the
circle is the point
of Lucifer.

"Wheel of Fortune" tarot card,
used by witches and seers for
predicting one's future. The
inner circle of the Illuminati
elite are sometimes referred to
as the "Wheel."

Logo for the Nicholas Roerich Museum in New York
City. Nicholas Roerich was a Russian mystic and
Freemason who had vast and mysterious influence
over both President Franklin D. Roosevelt and FDR's
Secretary of Agriculture, Henry Wallace. Reportedly,
FDR had the Treasury include the design of the allseeing eye and the pyramid on the U.S. one dollar
bill at Roerich's urging.
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This float honoring the sun (with six rays) was a part of the St. Patrick's Day Festival parade in
Dublin, Ireland. (Photo and article from The Korea Times newspaper, March 19, 2002, p. 14)

Designs on a return
envelope for subscriptions
of Meditation, a New Age
magazine.
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Like many in the New Age and occult worlds, the managers of Book People, a large occult
bookstore in Austin, Texas, claim their works are loving and good. But in this revealing
advertisement in the swirling astronomical spiral mist at right, is clearly seen the letter "S."
As in Satan? Let the discerning reader decide.
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Prozac can help? Really? So why the design resembling the oroboros serpent? And is it just this
author's imagination, or are the radiant sun rays in the form of number 6s?
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American Hindu guru DaFree John publishes The Dawn Horse newspaper w i t h this unusual logo,
consisting of circles, flames, a white horse, the occultic star and two feet (the disciple on his
knees or prostrate).

Celtic cross
(sunwheel) and
torch adopted as
the emblem for
the America First
Party, a political

Drawing in Circle Network News, well-known
witchcraft newspaper, a focal point for
worshippers of "Father Sun" and solar deities
according to the magazine.

party geared to
the goals of the
white race,
headquartered in
Georgia.
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Advertisement for the 2004 movie, Alexander, a saga about the Greek conqueror, Alexander The
Great. Accurately portrayed on Alexander's tunic: An image of the great Sun God worshipped under a
variety of names by the ancients.
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Native Americans
worshipping the Sun God,
bearing a totem idol.
(Engraving from Theodore
de Bry's America, 1590)

Mesopotamian worship of the Sun God. (British
Museum. London)

General plan of Cabalistic Jewish magic reveals
a diamond focal point and many concentric
circles. (From Encyclopedia of the Occult)
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A T-shirt offered by a
vendor of gift items
from the Hard Rock
Cafe restaurant chain.
Note the sun symbol.
Hard Rock cafes were
begun by Isaac Tigrett,
a multimillionaire
occultist who also
conceived The Great
American Pyramid, a
sports arena built in
Memphis, Tennessee.

The fairy tale legend of the origin of the peace sign
holds that it first came into use by Vietnam War
protestors. In reality, it has long been used as a sign
of the hatred of Christ and is called "Nero's Cross"
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The Greek theater at Epidaurus
(circa 300 B.C.) enclosed a design
of circle and point within. (Photo
from book, The Pattern and the
Prophecy, by James Harrison,
Isaiah Publications, 1994)

Variations of the Yin/Yang.
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"I Fell In To A Burning Ring of Fire"—
Arnold Schwarzenegger's Masonic Ring,
Newt Gingrich's T-Rex Dinosaur, and
Other Mysterious Messages on Rings
and Neckties of the Elite

One Ring to rule them all...One Ring to find them...One Ring to bring them all
and in the darkness bind them.
- J.R.R. Tolkien
Lord of the Rings

I fell in to a burning ring of fire. I went down, down, down, and the flames went
higher...
— Johnny Cash
Ring of Fire

T h e Illuminati seem to have an unusually passionate, if bizarre,
attachment to jewelry, tie tacks, ties, and items of clothing. The Masons
wear aprons, high hats, black clothing. They wear ties and rings
emblazoned with symbols. And as the individual Mason progresses upwards to the
33rd degree, he is awarded "Jewels" befitting his various earned degrees.
Their ardent attachments to rings —some would call it idolatry—was exemplified
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in an article in a recent issue of The Louisiana Freemason.1 The author, Mason David
Roach, entitled his article, "If You Only Knew What This Ring Means to Me." He
called the symbols engraved on his ring "precious," compared them to holy things
from Scripture, and said the Masonic ring was akin to a "Crown of Purity." His ring
was simply a typical, gold band made with the Masonic square and compass and
letter "G." 2
Sexual Idols
Former Mason Bill Schnoebelen, now a Christian, reveals the awful truth about most
of the Masonic rings, tie tacks, and other symbolic items when he writes:
Let's face it, the Masonic tie tacks and rings that so many Masons wear proudly to
their churches on Sunday are sexual idols...The gods, like Baal, of all pagan nations
around Israel were all sexual idols. This is precisely what God does not want in His
Church, and yet all these Masons are flaunting both their idols and their (church)
membership.3
Schnoebelen also mentions a little pin many Masons
wear on the lapel of their jacket or coat shaped like a
hockey stick with two balls attached. It is named "Tubal
Cain." In reality, it represents a man's phallus and
testicles; yet, the pin is worn publicly and proudly by
many perverted Masons.
A Bond Between Chieftains and Warriors
Barbara Walker, editor of The Woman's Dictionary of
Symbols and Sacred Objects, discusses the significance of
the ring in her book. She says that, "Rings were
traditional symbols of the bond between chieftains and
their warriors in Anglo-Saxon England." Moreover...

"Tubal Cain," the phallus
pin worn by many Masons.
Tubal Cain is the password
of a Master Mason (3°).
(From the book, Masonic
and Occult Symbols
Illustrated, pg. 233, by Dr.
Cathy Burns)

Among the Celts, a ring given by a woman to a man represented her sexual
availability; putting the finger through the ring was a sign of sexual intercourse.4
The ring, then is a symbol of authority, of bonding, and is a sign of the covenant
made between the inferior and superior members of the Illuminati group.
In ancient religions and cultures, rings were also magical in nature. According to
cabalistic rabbis, King Solomon used a magic ring with a hexagram symbol on it to
enslave the demon Asmodeus into helping him build his famous Temple.
Some members of the Illuminati in France in the late 18th century, about 1780,
founded a new secret order, the Academy of Sublime Masters of the Luminous Ring.
The tenets of the group were Pythagorean, and the fields of geometry and science
were emphasized. 5
In today's Illuminati, the philosophy underlying the use of rings, neckties, etc.
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continues from such traditions. The ring is configured as a circle, implying the
supposed eternal reign of their god, Lucifer. He shall, they declare, wear a crown of
gold. Thus, the metal of gold is favored.
The Mystic Tie of the Masons
The Masonic fraternity teaches the illusory goal that all who are inititated into its
ranks are bonded by the "Mystic Tie" of fellowship. Of course, this is allegory, and
yet the necktie does seem to have a special place in Masonic lore and symbology.
It is believed that both the bowtie and the traditional necktie are of Masonic
symbolic design. The necktie has two triangles descending, a larger and a smaller. It
is tied into a "knot" at the neck, signifying solidarity and unity. The neck itself, as a
part of the human anatomy, represents the virtue of sacrifice. In terms of the secret
order or secret society, it symbolizes sacrifice of the individual to the common good
of the organization. The necktie is also seen as a bridge to two other triangles — those
of the shirt collar. All of the triangles, on the tie and on the shirt collar, have their
point, or spear, downward, toward the realm that is the controlling force of Masonry.

Congressman Lloyd Poggett (D-TX), at center, is sworn in as a voter registrar for the State of Texas.
The elite of the Democrat Party in Doggett's Austin, Texas district are heavily Freemason. Doggett's
necktie has the Masonic "X" symbol, connected to worship of Osiris the Egyptian sun god. At
Doggett's left is the late Congressman Jake Pickle (D-TX), a Mason who for years was Chairman of
the House Committee on Banking and Currency. Pickle refused to allow the U.S. Treasury, which he
oversaw, to remove the Illuminati's pyramid and all-seeing eye symbols from the U.S. dollar bill.
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According to news reports, Monica
Lewinsky, President Bill Clinton's
White House intern lover, gave
him a special necktie. When he
wore it, she could watch him on
TV and know he was thinking
about her.

Bill Clinton's mother, Virginia, with
his father, before he was born.
Virginia, a Jewess, was deep into the
supernatural magic of the Cabala.
Bill Clinton's father is a dead ringer
for Jack Ruby, the Jewish gangster
and homosexual who assassinated
Lee Harvey Oswald.

The Nature Conservancy, a radical
environmental group, boasted in
its March/April 1998 magazine
that CNN founder Ted Turner,
Presidents Bush and Clinton, and
Vice President Gore often wore
oak-leaf ties to denote their
support for environmental
causes. The oak tree and its leaves
are a staple of druid witchcraft
and are popular as symbols
among nature followers of the
forest horned god Pan.
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President Harry
Truman (left) and
Secretary of State Dean
Acheson, both
Illuminati
initiates,
each wear neckties
imprinted w i t h "sun
god" symbols.

President Gerald Ford, a 33rd degree Mason,
wears a necktie w i t h the "cross of Baphomet"
emblem of the occultic OTO and British
satanist Aleister Crowley. The symbol is also
worn by the Sovereign Grand Commander of
Scottish Rite Freemasonry. Ford was a
member of the Warren Commission that
came up w i t h the preposterous conclusion
that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone in the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy.
Chief Justice Earl Warren, like Ford and all
the other members of the commission, was a
33rd degree Mason.

"I FELL IN TO A BURNING RING OF FIRE" 4 8 9

House Speaker Newt Gingrich wears a necktie
designed by satan worshipping rock music star,
Jim Morrison of The Doors.

Illuminist signals: Insiders say speaker Newt
Gingrich is a vain man who does not like
being photographed without make-up. Here
he is below pictured in USA Today
newspaper (December 5, 1994, p. SA)
primping for a taping of NBC's "Meet the
Press." This provides greater curiosity about
Time's running as its front cover (see
following page of Codex Magica) a staged
picture of Gingrich in which the speaker is
looking haggard and sweaty, his face redflushed, and needing a shave!
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At left: This cover of Time announcing the selection of House Speaker New Gingrich as Time's "Man of
the Year" reveals many mysteries. First, the issue is dated December 25, 1995/January 1, 1996.
December 25th, Christmas Day, is also the day the ancient Romans and Greeks worshipped the Sun
God. In his photo, Newt Gingrich appears tired and dismayed. He is sweaty. No make-up is used, and
he has a day old growth of stubble on his face and neck. There is also a red coloration or flush on
Newt s face. His head is strategically placed behind the Time logo, communicating the subtle message
that his time in the political limelight is about up. In fact, Gingrich did abruptly resign and leave his
high level post shortly after this issue; some believe his departure was caused by his unseemly
romantic liaison with a female staffer, an affair which prompted the Congressman to divorce his
wife. However, the most significant images you'll find on this cover are hidden on Newt Gingrich's
necktie! Look closely at the inset and what do you see? A dinosaur. The cave age monster is facing
downward toward a flower. The Illuminati's
founder Adam Weishaupt, in the late 18th century,
introduced the concepts of "flower power" and nature worship (shades of the hippy era of the 60s!).
So that might explain the flower. But what about the dinosaur? It seems that Newt (get the name,
Newt ? - isn't a Newt a form of lizard?) is a dinosaur fan. Gingrich once borrowed a Tyrannosaurus
Rex dinosaur bones exhibit from Washington, D.C.'s Smithsonian Museum and kept it on display for
a long time in his House Speaker's office. Newsmagazines often commented that Newt Gingrich was
wry proud of the T-Rex display and constantly asked friends and associates, "Would you like to see my
T4tx!" Now, Webster's dictionary informs us that the root word for "tyrannosaurus" is rvranr, or
tyranny, defined as "A government in which absolute power is vested in a single ruler"—a ruler
unfettered by a constitution! What's more, the short version of the dinosaur's name, T-Rex, would
have a very special meaning for occult illuminati. "T" stands for Tammuz, the Christ figure to come,
whose symbol is the T, or Tau cross. The word "Rex," meanwhile, stands for Man as King. In
Weishaupt's Illuminati system, the highest degree initiate earned the "Rex" degree. Thus, the
symbols on Newt Gingrich's necktie, displayed for all the world to see, but for only Newt and his
Illuminati henchmen to understand, trumpet this message, that: Our llluminati goal is a tyranny,
ruled by a single ruler—the fearful antichrist, beast of prophecy!

The caption reads: "Speaker Newt Gingrich shows off tyrannosaurus rex Osborn in his Capitol office.
It's on loan from the Smithsonian." Observe Gingrich's Masonic handsign also, which is similar to the
sign of a Master Mason. (Photo: Roll Call, May 22, 1995, p. 14)
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When I sent Dr. Cathy Burns, a foremost authority on occult symbols and their meaning, a copy of
speaker Newt Gingrich's Time magazine photo with the T-Rex dinosaur image on Newt's necktie, she
sent me back this flyer advertising a book, The Church of Satan, written by Luciferian High Priest
Michael A. Aquino. As you can see, the flyer has images of two dragon serpents atop satanic
pentagrams facing each other (the occult sign of duality, or "as above, so below"). In fact, the two
serpentine dragons do resemble the T-Rex dinosaur image.

New York Mayor
Wagner kneels and
kisses the ring of
Catholic Cardinal
Spellman as
Reverend McGinly,
president of the
Jesuit-run Fordham
University, looks on
with a sly grin on his
face.
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It seems that California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger ("The Terminator") is wellschooled in the propaganda value of well-placed
props in photographs, such as the U.S. flag, the
State seal, and even a broom! What is most
fascinating, however, is the big, blue sapphire
masonic ring the Governor wears and so readily
shows off. Apparently, the media know what's
what and the photographer always seems to be
glad to picture Arnold's ring up close. Oh, about
the broom: That's not the same one that
Arnold's wife, Kennedy heiress Maria Shriver,
flies around on, is it?

Inset below left: C. W. Leadbeater, homosexual
occultist who was head of late 19th Century
Theosophy after Madame Blavatsky, wore a ring
similar to the one sported about today by
Arnold Schwarzenegger.
(Photo: U.S. News & World Report, January 12, 2004, p. 27)
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"Ring: forward, photograph!," barked Arnold to the USA Today photographer and editors who
eagerly and obediently complied. (Photo: USA Today, December 22, 2003)

Recently, Bohemian Grove alumnus Arnold
Schwarzenegger met privately with Warren
Buffett (left), America's second richest man
according to Forbes magazine, and Britain's Lord
Jacob Rothschild (right), at the Rothschild
mansion in England. Schwarzenegger evidently
earned the endorsement and support of Jewish
groups the old-fashioned way—he "bribed" them
with millions of dollars!
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Arnold Schwarzenegger, Mr. Universe, giving a very
familiar hand salute. Schwarzenegger once remarked: 'I
admired Hitler because he came from being a little man
with no formal education up to power."

Sort of a feminine version of the ring worn
by Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger. Offered
in The Pyramid Collection catalog, 2004.

Also available in The Pyramid Collection catalog,
this "Midnight" cape. The catalog says it is "fit for
a Count—or Countess." The color of the cape is
listed as black and red. "It makes a fiery
statement," says the advertising copy.
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A page from the catalog of Macoy, a distributor of Masonic books, pins, rings, jewelry, and supplies.
(2003/2004 Catalog No. HO)
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This issue of Media Bypass magazine (September, 1996) featured the activities of Charles Hayes, who
was said to be a retired operative of the CIA. According to the magazine, Hayes had been busy in
retirement as a vigilante exposing the financial skullduggery and crookedness of various high-level
politicians and world leaders. On the cover of the magazine we find Mr. Hayes in front of law library
publications and a Great Seal of the U.S. plaque, puffing placidly on a pipe. But what stands out is
the mysterious ring with the devilish face, composed of some type of blackish material, inside a
circle. A few months after this issue was published, Charles Hayes was indicted by a federal grand
jury and arrested. News reports allege that Hayes was guilty of solicitation of murder. Did the
revelations contained in the article in Media Bypass cause the elite to take action to shut him up? Or
was something else up? What is the riddle of the mysterious ring with its curious image?
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This mysterious photo of Oscar-winning actress Julia Roberts in Time magazine gives us an
intriguing view of two rings she wears. On her right hand is the blue-stoned rectangular ring,
and on her left hand is a ring with a strange image, indeed one could even say the ring has a
creepy and eerie image. In the accompanying article, the writer acclaims Roberts as "the
reigning queen of Hollywood."
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Without caption, Brill's
Content magazine published
this photo of Russian
President Vladimir Putin.
The black border is unusual
and obviously connotes a
dark and evil significance to
Putin's character. The
necktie Putin wears has
Illuminist meaning. The X of
Osiris is prominent in the
design as is the two
triangles—one pointing up,
the other down—inside a
diamond.

Manly P. Hall, 33o, informs us of the occult
meaning of the Pythagorean Signet Ring in his
classic textbook, The Secret Teachings of All Ages.
Albert Pike, former Sovereign Grand Commander
of the Scottish Rite Masons, wrote in Morals and
Dogma that the pentagram (pentacle, cabalistic
star) on this ring "carries with it the power of
commanding the spirits." Use it, he instructed,
to "bind the demons of the air, the spirits of fire,
the spectres of water, and the ghosts of the
eartlt." Note that the star atop the ring is
encircled by the Oroboros serpent.

TWENTY-FOUR

OK—Sign of the Divine King

"Annuit Coeptus" - He approves our undertaking.

— Latin inscription atop
the all-seeing eye on
the U.S.A. one dollar bill

W e s t e r n e r s know it as the "okay" (or "OK") sign. It's done with the
fingers and thumb of right or left hands (usually the right). Simply
touch the index finger to the thumb, creating a circle. The other
three fingers then spiral off and there you have it—the well-known symbol for OK.
Universally, this sign means alright, acceptable, good, right-on, you bet!, A-OK,
satisfactory...
But to occultists, the OK sign takes on darker significance. First, we have the circle,
indicating the sun deity and the Mason's never-ending quest for more light. To
Freemasonry, the circle also represents the female genitalia, or yoni. In the Hindu
religion, the OK sign is a revered mudra (sacred gesture) meaning "infinity" or
perfection. It is associated with the female genitalia — thumb and forefinger pressed
together at the tips with the other three fingers extended.
In the practice of tantric yoga (sex rituals), the OK sign is a token of ecstasy,
spiritual and physical. In ancient Sumeria and Persia, charms and amulets have been
discovered of fingers and hands in the modern OK position, joined along with horns
implying fertility. The three fingers extended outward are symbolic of ecstatic union
with the Goddess, the third member of the pagan trinity.
In Satanism, when making this sign the three fingers not used to make the circle
are considered symbolic of the unholy trinity — horned god, goddess, and offspring
(antichrist). Some go so far as to adopt the view that the bent three fingers are shaped
as three number six's, or 666. Thus, we have 666, the sun deity (Lucifer), the goddess
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(Mystery, Babylon the Great, Mother of Harlots), and the beast (antichrist, 666), all in
one unitary hand sign. Oh what a web of evil wicked men can weave around
something seemingly so ordinary and mundane.
In the Illuminist philosophy, the OK sign becomes a sign indicating approval of
the Divine King, their coming Lord of Light, whom we as Christians know as
Antichrist. To them it means, "He approves our undertaking." This meaning is
roughly equivalent to the words in Latin atop the all-seeing eye of Osiris on our U.S.
one dollar bill—Annuit Coeptus.
A Gesture to Avoid?
As we've noted, the gesture made by touching the tips of the thumb and index finger
to form a circle, with the remaining three fingers of the hand fanned out and pointing
out may signify "A-Okay" in the U.S.A., but in other cultures the same gesture will
certainly not meet with approval.
In Brazil, Germany, and Russia, the signal is a supreme insult and vulgar,
indicating a very private body orifice.
In France, the sign portrays the person it is aimed at as being a flunky or a
"zero" — basically a worthless person. When it's placed over the nose it means he or
she is drunk.
In Japan, the same sign is used in commercial transactions to indicate you want
the cashier to give you your change in coins rather than in currency.
In Spain, in Eastern Europe, and in some parts of Latin America, the OK hand
gesture is considered very rude. When then Vice President Nixon visited Brazil in the
50s, a crowd of onlookers became a rampaging mob after Nixon flashed them what
he thought was the A-Okay sign. To them, Nixon was making an obscene gesture.
Nixon's "goodwill" trip suddenly became a "badwill" trip.
And there's more confusion abroad: In Arab countries, making this sign while
shaking the hand symbolizes the giving of the "evil eye," perceived by Arabs as an
event of great dread. It may be interpreted that you are putting a curse on the
individual. Could it be that the Arab interpretation of this sign is exactly what the
Illuminati intend in their performing it?

OK - SIGN OF THE DIVINE KING
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Robert Rubin, Secretary of the Treasury in the Bill Clinton
Administration. (Photo: Austin American-Statesman
newspaper, May 16, 1999)

Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu (Photo:
Associated Press, in Lewiston
Morning Tribune, October
26, 1998, p. 7A)

Anne Graham Lotz, Billy Graham's daughter, at a YMCA prayer breakfast (Photo: Charlotte, NC
newspaper, April 2, 1999)

OK-SIGN OF THE DIVINE KING

This drawing by an anonymous
artist is very revealing it its
carefully crafted symbology. We
see at top and bottom the
Illuminati's "OK" sign. Then,
mere's the oval-shaped "egg," the
"El Diablo" devil's horns, the two
dialectic birds.

Roddy Doyle, popular Irish novelist.
(Newsweek, July 1, 1996, p. 64)

RODDY DOYLE: The more popular

this widely read novelist grows, the
darker and better his books become

Pat Robertson, Mason, Illuminist, Knight of Malta,
and elite propagandist in the field of religion.
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OK-SIGN OF THE DIVINE KING
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President George W. Bush (Time magazine, March 3, 2003, p. 5)

President George Herbert
Walker Bush, has often
been seen giving the
Illuminati's mudra, known
by masses as the "OK."

David Graham, FDA official in the Bush Administration.
(Associated Press, in Austin American-Statesman, December 5,
2004, p. 18)
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Vice President Al Gore (left) and influential Moscow envoy and fellow llluminist, Viktor
Chernomyrdin. Chernomyrdin, a crypto-Jew and Mason, oversaw the redistribution of assets of the
old Communist Soviet State in the hands of Jewish oligarchs. This was a prime llluminati project in
the late 1980s and 1990s. Symbols expert Dr. Cathy Burns, in reviewing this photo, remarked: "Not
only are hand signs important in the occult, but other features in a picture can also have a symbolic
meaning. For instance, notice the book with an eagle on the cover. Could the United States be the
Eagle? The caption just below mentions "getting Russia on board." Notice too, the title of the book.
The Company We Keep. Is this a reference to the United States keeping company with Russia
("getting Russia on board")? (Photo: Newsweek, May 17, 1999, p. 38)

OK-SIGN OF THE DIVINE KING
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President George W.
Bush, affectionately
holds his left hand as
France's President
Jacques Chirac gives
the high sign of the
Iluminati

with his

right. (Photo: Insight
magazine, April 13-

26, 2004, p. 41)

The PLO Chief
Yasser Arafat
with his
current-day
successor,
Mahmoud
Abbas. Both
men were
Masons, and
both were tools
of the CIA and
Mossad.
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This cover of one of the
author's bestselling books
illustrates the former First
Lady wearing an "angel pin"
with wings crossed in an
Osirian X. Her right hand is
formed in a circle.

President Bill Clinton with a double circle sign, to
emphasize his point. The headline reads "Clinton goes on
offensive against Starr...Alleged sex scandal won't make
him resign, President says..." Clinton's hand signal
indicates that his Illuminist superiors had decided to let
him stay in office and not be ousted through impeachment
conviction due to the Lewinsky sex/perjury scandal charges
brought by special prosecutor, Kenneth Starr. (Austin
American-Statesman, February 7, 1998, p. 1)

